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Hard repulsive particles can describe soft matters. For example， hard spheres， hard el1ipsoids 
of revolution， and so forth， express structures of crystal， liquid， and liquid crystals. They are 
stil new for the development of molecular science. 
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To study the singularity of the systems of hard repulsive particles， we consider energy Uh， 
Uh = ha， (2) 
where extensive variable σis degree of intersection， and intensive variable h isthe field related 
to σ. 
The Uo corresponds to the case of the ideal gas. We defineσ 剖 U∞ correspondsthe hard 




、?? ??? ???? if j-th and k-th particles intersect， otherwise. (3) 
When we write averaεe of quantity x for Uh邸付)h'
(σ)∞=0， 
in the case of equation (3). For hard spheres， we have 
(N-l)N (σ) 0 = ¥ _.v -r' B2， 
(4) 
(5) 
where B2 is the second virial coefficient， Nnumber of particles， and V volume of the system. 
We perform constant NVT Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of hard spheres using Uh. When 
density of the system corresponds to one of liquid phase of ~∞， simulations of various h' s indicate 
continuous change of distribution of σ. When the density corresponds to crystal phase of U，∞， 
they indicate a discontinuity between crystal and liquid phases. 
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